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Abstract— By growing the capacity and processing power of 

the server nowadays, a wide range of capabilities can be 

implemented in these servers to make them more intelligent 

and user friendly. Determining the mood of the user can be 

used in order to provide suitable reactions from the system 

in different conditions. One of the most studied ways of 

mood detection is by using facial expressions, which is still 

one of the challenging fields in pattern recognition and 

machine learning science. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) 

have been widely used in order to overcome the difficulties 

in facial expression classification. In this paper it, is shown 

that the classification accuracy is significantly lower when 

the network is trained with one database and tested with a 

different database. A solution for obtaining a general and 

robust network is given as well. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s handheld devices are growing in their capacity to 

interact with end-users. They have access to an ever-

growing range of network based services and their sensing 

capabilities of the location and local environment continue 

to grow in scope. One remaining challenge for today’s 

devices is to sense and determine the emotional state of the 

user. This introduces new challenges and requires a range of 

sophisticated edge technologies that can capture and analyze 

information from the user on the device. One example is the 

real-time analysis of speech patterns for detecting emotion. 

More recently researchers in this field have turned to deep 

learning techniques. The goal is to demonstrate the potential 

for high performance solution that can run on relative 

lightweight convolutional neural networks that can be 

efficiently implemented in hardware or on a GPU. Such a 

solution could realistically enable a new generation of smart 

phones that can understand the moods of their owners.  

Facial Expression Classification: This In recent years the 

facial expressions classification has attracted a lot of 

attention because of its various potential applications 

including psychology, medicine, security, man-machine 

interaction and surveillance. There are two main approaches 

to investigate the facial expression in a systematic way: 

Action Unit (AU) based and appearance based methods. 

This technique described the facial expression as a 

composition of Action Units which are describing the facial 

muscle motions.  This method takes advantage of the strong 

support of the psychology and physiology sciences since it 

uses the facial muscle movements for modeling different 

expressions. The AU based methods suffer from the 

difficulties such as dependencies on invisible muscle 

motions which makes it extremely difficult to model the 

system using machines. Here, the idea is to use known 

image media forensics approaches to detect image 

expressions. 

 

II. EQUATIONS AND FIGURES 

A. Constructing a classifier from the probability model 

The discussion so far has derived the independent feature 

model, that is, the naive Bayes probability model. The naive 

Bayes classifier combines this model with a decision rule. 

One common rule is to pick the hypothesis that is most 

probable; this is known as the maximum a posteriori or 

MAP decision rule. The corresponding classifier, a Bayes 

classifier, is the function that assigns a class label  for some 

k as follows: 

 

B. Related Work 

In some of the earlier researches, it was required depth 

information of image, thus using the IPAI API(Image 

Processing Artificial Intelligence Application Programming 

Interface).Some researchers locate the human face and then 

detect the edges of the eyes. Facial expression analysis is 

also well known in our literature survey. But it is 

computationally complex and it is challenging to achieve 

high recognition rates using conventional feature extraction 

and classification schemes .In this project ,we follow the 

trend from the speech recognition field and explore facial 

emotion recognition using deep learning techniques. We 

will be using the Naive Baye’s algorithm to classify the 

recorded expressions of the human facial image and 

maintain a score for every mood accordingly. Some papers 

used Dirichlet model boundary condition for detecting facial 

boundaries but here , we are using the API that requests the 

Cloud Server and on getting the response performs Face 

Mapping , Feature Extraction and Mood Analysis which 

gives faster results than that of the local machine. We 

introduce this concept for accuracy with cheaper devices 

like simple laptop camera or web camera , mobile camera 

can be used to capture the image or video of the user instead 

of costly devices like XBOX, Kinect, RGB-D Camera etc. , 

giving the nearly the same real experience. 

C. Design Details 

 Windows OS(7 and above) 

 JavaScript. 

 Python 2.7 

 JSON 

 Winscp (for Windows OS) 

 Internet Putty(for Windows OS) 

 Filezilla (for Ubuntu OS) 

 Image Magick (for Ubuntu OS) 

 Linux based Operating System(Ubuntu 14.04 and 

above) 
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D. Proposed Algorithm 

Aim of our system is to create an environment where, 

simply by capturing the facial image of a human his mood 

can be recognized. This will allow the online interviewers to 

record and analyse the mood of the interviewee based on 

his/her expressions at a particular question which the 

interviewer wants to assess. Thus increasing the accuracy in 

knowing more about the interviewee’s personality and thus, 

recruiting him or her. System should capture the 

interviewee’s face along with face emotion and display the 

graphical representation of the same. The proposed 

algorithm is as given below: 

 The input to our proposed system will be a picture 

or a video recording of the interviewee’s face. This 

sequence of image frames can be captured by web camera or 

laptop camera or mobile camera. Once the facial image is 

captured, then the IPAI API will request the Cloud Server 

for the same and on getting the response the operations of 

face mapping, feaure extraction and mood analysis will be 

performed. If the internet connection is poor or certain 

problem has occurred, the system will ask to re-upload the 

image or the video (image frame in a sequence).Now, when 

the face image is accepted the mood analysis of the same 

takes places. A graph of every emotion or expression is thus, 

maintained. After the entire analysis of the facial 

expressions a score is obtained and maintained. The mood 

of human within a frame of image sequence may vary & 

thus, we use the Naive Baye’s Algorithm to classify the 

scores obtained and get an accurate score of the 

corresponding mood. For example, If the frame sequence of 

10 images contains a facial expression of a human 

“smirking” . Smirking can represent Anger, Sarcasm and joy 

too. The score of the mood of a person in a particular frame 

will have the graphical representation of the same and the 

Naive Baye’s algorithm will classify amongst the same & 

display the accurate “mood” of the person based on the 

scores. 

E. Abbreviations, Keywords and General Terms 

1) Abbreviations: 

 IPAI API – Image Processing Artificial Intelligence 

Application Programming Interface 

 DNN - Dynamic Neural Network  

 JPEG -Joint Photographic Experts Group 

 PNG - Portable Network Graphics 

 JSON -JavaScript Object Notation 

 HTML -. HyperText Markup Language 

 MAP -  Maximum A Posteriori 

2) Keywords: 

Face Mapping, Face Extraction, Optical Computing ,Image 

Processing, Dynamic Neural Network(DNN), IPAI API. 

3) General Terms: 

Face Detection, Feature Mapping, Mood Analyzer, 

CloudServer, IPAI API, Naive Baye’s Algorithm et. al. 

F. System Architectural Diagram 
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